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HOPES FOR THE YEAR

Cody Eveld,
Student Council President
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Summer\Vork

I worked at the
Abbey mostly
mowing yards and
weedeating the
ditches. Sometimes I
worked on the
electricity.

Logan Kremer(ff)
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Play, work, or both

Su111111er gives the tttost

Austin Schluterman's
dad, Gilbert graduated
in 1987. Austin said,
·n feels so great
knowing I have
foUmved in my fa.
ther's footsteps by
graduating from
Subiaco. Every time I
look at the ring, I know
thal I am carrying on
the tradition that was
started bymy
father."

H.AR r ·\CTOR

Carlen Johnson {8)

student,
adjusting to
Subiaco hasn't been as hard as I thought. The
classwork and homework really challenges
me, but in a good way. Time, for a day
student, isn't that big of a deal because I can
also work on the bus.•
Harris Knox (10)
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Cody Eveld, Student Council executive office
president, attended a state-level summer workshop
for Student Council members. He and other
executive officers also contacted each new student to
welcome them to Subiaco Acdemy.

You know, the firs t few
nights of Subiaco were
not so bad. It was only
when I came back from a
weekend that it hit me.
But I told my parents
about it a nd they said,
"It's hard on us too. But
this is our best option for
a better future for you.•
Chance O'NeaJ (8)

The first few davs were
hard because'! didn't
know anyone, but I got
to know all of them.
Around the second
wcck, I got homesick
but I tried to enjoy
mvself.
William IV)' (7)

Getting Ringed The 35 seniors began the school
year with the traditional Ring Ceremony on
Sunday, Aug. 18. The service is special to these
seniors as it marks the beginning of the end of their
time at Subiaco. "When I was a kid, I always
played with my dad's ring. One day after practice I
realized that this one is mine; said Zach
Ruesewald, a third generation Trojan.

Well, the beds aren't as
comfortable. The food's
probably not as good.
Not much else is better
or worse. Smaller
fridge? Less access to

people?
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Walker Cobb (10)

The school year begins each year with a Mass on the
first Sunday recognizing the seniors but also
welcoming the student bocly to the rich Benedictine
tradition. Mason Elliot (9) said, "The Masses during
the school week help bring me down to earth. The
monks arc amazing and the best part [of attending
school here] is becoming accustomed to the
Benedictine way of life.•

Al first, I almost can't
understand anything.
Everything seemed
different from my country.
But when the school year
started, things became
more comfortable for me.
Now I think that Subiaco is
going to be my great
experience.
Ahn Bui (11)

Student Council elections

PROMISES, PROMISES

SIGNING DAY Cody Eveld (12) signs
to Lyon College in Batesville, AR to play
college football. Parents Doug and Kelly
Eveld join him at the student gathering
to honor Cody's achievement.

Just what does It take to win a vote?
Will Owens (IO) "The day students practically run Student Council and we need more
boarding students."

Joseph Hart (IO) "l promise to take us to the cabin by Lake Dardanelle and spend a
weekend there."
Nathan Mabry (12) "I promise that I WILL get aU the boarders things to do on the weekend."
Jackson Mendenhall (IO) "I promise to make our school better."

the students lined up outside his office. The
Is family donated the popcorn machine.

Logan Kremer (11) "This is our last year as underclassmen and we should have fun before
it ends."

Labor Pay weekertd hurttlrtg for dove ...
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Hacky sack is an interest that has skyrocketed
I.his year. The dub has over 20 members in it and
has distracted many more than that.
Left: Grant McKenzie (11 ) attempts to return a
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AJec Sharum {11) is a
verv active disc golfer. He
•said, "We usually play
every day after lunch
,uo~nd campus. The
olher guys that are from
Fort Smith and I meet

!\ockes.
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Top: Quintin Helms (12) throws a disc golf during a
fall Renaissance Day
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Bottom: Zach Ruesewald (12), Mario Juarez. (11),
Manuel Mares (11) are regular disc golf players.
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Left: Upperclassmen flock to the
green benches during lunch
block early o n in the year.

Above: Kamron Hurst tells someone 10 back up before he throws
the football as Marshall Brooks (12) texts on his phone. Evan
Stringfellow (11) and stands by hopeful to get a turn tossing the
football or catching It.

Right: A friendly group of
middle schoolers enjoy a football
pep rally skit. Grayson Brown
(8) videos wilh his iPad as
classmates Tyler Komp (8) and
Brice Adams (8) look over his
sho ulde r.

John Michael Shero (8) and
Dong Ho Kang (10) pull weeds
in detention as Br. Dominique
Faciane supervise!,.

(12) were the only two
When the golf team was restarted two years ago, Daniel Dunham (12} and Quintin Helms
freshmen to compete. Since then they have been a part of the TroJan golf te.,m.
in.
stepped
{10)
Moser
Jack
and
(12)
Johnson
David
team;
the
on
This year, there were two openings
some bad breaks right at
The golf team would ha\-C liked to have done better this year, they all agree. "We had
district," said Helms.
for state.
The team took runner-up in several meets, but Moser was the only team member to qualify
With three of the four members graduating. replacements will be sought.
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(11). Charlie Zuppa (10), Jake
John Tran (11), Sidney Krone (9). Tim Constantino (7), Connor Moran (10), Mike Reilly
Shotwell (1 t}, f\sisong Archibong (9), Nick Charbonnet (9) and Brayden Rainwater (9).
Malcolm Mitchell (12) and David
Other team runners included Hunter Shaw (9), John Paul Post (9), Alvaro Torres (9),
Kim(12).

Cross Country Running for GLORY
The cross country took off this year under the leadership of Mr. Jeffrey Rehm. Both the
senior high and junior high teams participated in the district run on Oct. 22, with the junior
high team placing second overall.
The junior high won a team trophy on Oct. 12 at a competition in Greenwood with seven
runners in the top 15. ick Charbonnet (9) captured first place. Five other schools competed.
Lamar
Earlier in the season, the team had placed second in both the Ozark competition and the
Invitational.
The senior high team placed second at the Ozark Cross Country competition. Seven
members placed in the top 20 with Charlie Zuppa (10) earning top ranking at sixth.
12
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"The people here
are very friendly.
They also will help
you if you're down.•

A SEAMON

to LIVE by

Every one at Subi is
special to me
because they do
what they can to
show me the right
path to walk on. I'd
never gotten so
much respect from
anyone until I came
here. The people at
Subiaco expect me
to do great things
and as a student 1
refuse to let them
down.

The BEST of the WORST

EXCUSES
"I thought you said we didn't have to learn anything this year. "

Mr. Mike Berry
Mrs. Michelle Chua ng
Mr. Dustin Corley
Br. Dominic Faciane
Mrs. Yadira Flores

Mr. Ma tt Ste ngel,
Headmaster
Mrs. Cheryl Goetz,
Academic Dean

"I wa..,hed mv monokgul' in lht.• IJund~ so I don't h.1\t it memori.1.t:"d."

•1 only have a bad grade in that class because I haven't turned
in any homework.•
Mrs. He rmina Fox
Ms. Elizabeth GeorgouUs
Deacon Roy Goetz
Br. Ma tthias Hagge
Mrs. Dia nne Hart

Mr. Greg Timmerman,
Dean of Men
Mr. Tim Tencleve,
Athle tic Director

The faculty, like most of the classes, takes p ride in crea ting an entertaining skit. This
year the Trojans played the Mustangs on Homecoming, the game set aside most years
for the faculty. It seemed natural to use the gift horse as the story line. "And so it was
i.n that year that the Trojans were victorious and foiled the plans of the Mustang King
of Perryville! The Trojans went on to conquer all lands and ru le with power and justice!

History was rewritten..

forever!

Br. Joseph Heath
Mrs. Shirley Kiefer
Mr. Gary Kinney
Br. Ephrem O'Bryan
Fr. Elijah Owens

M

Mr. Steven Brooks
Mr. Joseph Devine

When I was a freshman in \1cCrory High
School, I came out of the band room one
afternoon to call my section i.n for rehearsal.
Just as I opened my mouth to speak, one of
the trombone players put a dead mow;e in
my mouth. I gave the trombone player a
couple of punches, then ran inside and
upchucked. When I came out of the
bathroom, I was- for the rest of my time in
high school- known to my band.mates as
Mousetrap.M rs. Cheryl Goetz

Mr. Robert Pugh
Br. John Pa ul Richey
Mr. Bob Shelton
Mrs. Pa t Stengel
Mr. Kenneth Stovall

Mr. Donald Goetz
Mr. Ben Louis

In a Citholic elementary school, the name Hermina did
not seem so odd, but once I got to high school, that
name was quickly replaced with Herman, At home, the
name was a shortened version - Minnie.
Mrs. Hermina Fox

Everypod_y_knows

Mr. Matt Noble
Mr. Jeffrey Rehm

YOURNA ME

f
"l thi nk the Class of 2014
contains some future lead ers of
o ur country w ho will ma ke a
positive d ifference in the world ."
Mr. Stephen Thompson
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on the Class _o_t_2_0-14- ' - - - - "Their understand ing seems to
run in deepe r channe ls than
some. I pred ict we will see
many of them bac k fo r the ir
fi ve-yea r reuni on ."
Mr. Matt Stengel

'The Class of 2014 is a great example of the diversity on campus China, Mongolia, France, Korea, Canada and the United States. This
class is truly an unlikely mix of people that if not for Subiaco
Acade my would never have been together. We have our thespians,
our a thle tes, our q uiz bowlers, our musicians, our artists, our martial
artists, our computer guys, o ur math w izards, o ur day dogs, and our
loofas. Yes, I am fa irly sure tha t there is no o ther place a nd no o ther
class that is quite like this."
Mrs. Chandra Rush

SUBIACO FEDERAL
CREDTfUNDN

Austin Sc hluterman
I can't believe it's already
over. Time flies when
you're having fun.

Elijah Hekel
Quintin Helms
Haden Hudson
Kamron Hurst
Ben Johnson

J.P. Anthony
Hyung Man Bae

David Johnson
David Kim
Hyunse Kim
Eric Ledieu
Daniel Lee

Austin Beck
Marshal Brooks

Seang Hun Lee
Sean Leiker
Mark Liu
Nathan Mabry
Jiangfan Man

S.1m Chisholm
Daniel Dunham

Malcolm Mitchell
Jacob Myers
VictorObiri
Christopher Post
Chris Reed

Jesse Dyer
Cody Eveld

Sean Leiker
I came as a second semester
sophomore year and
thought that I would hate it,
but ended up loving it.

Zachary Ruesewald
Austin Schluterman
Brendan Wynne
Bill Yun
De Zhang

cob Fan
einrichs

n· r statements_ _
'The thing I will miss most
about Subiaco is the
brotherhood and the ties I have
formed with the people of this
place"

"The greatness of Subiaco does
not end upon graduation. The
memories that are forged through
the high school experience at
Subiaco Academy will live on."
Nathan Mab,y

"It's been nice to fi nally be a
senior after all these yea rs of
wai ting."

Daniel Heinrichs

"Enjoy your time here while it
lasts because you won't believe
just how fast it will be over."

Aush'nBeck

Aud:inBeck

J.P.Arfury

~

Evek:1

Over my time here at

Subiaco, all five years of it,
I have seen so many great
people come and go:
Hard to believe that it's

Subi made me so dose to
all the guys here. Being a
boarder was the greatest

experience. Thanks to
everyone for helping me
along the way. Shout .out to
the sidewalks for keeping
me off the streets!

s a lutely
d
life for the
. I'm going to really
i!is this place and my
llow brothers that I ca
o t call true family. I
d like to thanl< all
r

i

It has been a fun couple f
years. I would like to sta t
this off by ti
·ng
everyone who has helped
me make them some of the
best years of my life, but
that would probably fill out
four pages. Instead I am
going to give you a piece of
advice I wish I had
followed: Enjoy vour lime
here while it lasts
use
you won't believe just how
fast it will be o\ier.

been four years. I want to
lhank my mom for giving
me the Opportunity to
attend Subiaco. I also want
to thank my brothers for
making my time here
incredibly awesome. I will
leave this school with
~aluable knowledge,
nendships, and a bunch of
use iess info I will cherish

forever.
20l4, thi s is what we

li ve for.

coaches, teachers, monks,
facu.Jty and students. And
as my time here at Subiaco
comes to a close I think
about them more and more

and they grow closer to me
each day. I just can't
express my gratitude to
each of you who have
helped me and supported
me along the way.
l lw1nks so much lo
mom and dad; you've
always be.en there for me.
Thank you, Joshua, for
showing II\e the way.
Quintin, you know. David,
welcome to it buddy. Chris
and Cody, thanks for all
the laughs and fun. Evan,
you're still my favorite
junior. Grant, you're
"something else' but I still
love va. Chris Reed, we've
always had good vibes.
Thanks to all my coaches
who have made me who I
am today.
Remember: •You don't
know where you're going,
so enjoy the journey until
you get there.'

Thanks, Dad, for paying my
way. to go to this one-of-akind.school. lt has sure
"helped
out, showjng m~
how to be a good student apd
really teaching me to
understand and how to be a

I would like to start off by
saying thank you to my
mom and dad. f know it
took a lot to allow me to
come here. Thank you also
for grounding me for
getting B's; although I
didn't realize it at the time
this probably helped me
out in the long run. I would
also like to thank my
football coaches, Coach
Berry, Coach Stovall,
Coach Corley, Coach
Devine, Coach Wewers and
Coach Breed. These men
taught me discipline and
integrated a great work
ethic. Thanks also to Mrs.
Hart for finding the
mathematician in me.
TI1anks to the rest of the
faculty and staff here at
Subiaco as well. You made
these five years the best of
my life. I would also like to
give a shout out to Jody
Chauvin '12 and Michael
Berry '12. You made
sophomore year a lot more
fun than it should've been.
And of course thanks to all
the monks for guiding me
through these five years.
God Bless all.

David ..Joln;oo

1-laden l-trl;oo
~ 1-leimck
WeU, that was fast. It only
seems like a year ago that I was
visiting Subiaco for the first
time with my dad and brother. I
have loved the time that I had
here and can't thank everyone
I've met here enough for all the
help and support they have
given me these past four years.
And even more thanks to Mom
and Dad for their help too.
I'm proud to say that I had
the honor of being in Subiaco
Academy's class of 7DE.

It was a great choice to come
to Subiaco two years ago.
Subiaco has made me truly
understand morality,
humanity, and responsibility.
Thanks for evervthing the
school did for m•.

I want lo say thank you to my
parents and teachers and
everyone else that has helped me
get this far. I love you all! Thank
you for giving me a dream come
true!! I'm truly blessed. I love
you, Mom and Dad!
GO TROJA S 2014
THIS IS WHAT
WE LIVE FOR!!

-Q-Dawg

For a time, a class,
converged by random fates,
led mates together through
destinies. One by one,
brothers grew, helped by
elders, into men. Bid
farewell, you of Subiaco,
erstwhile amigo. Valedicted
by longhcld abettors, ride, o'
determined seniors! A
varied, untrodden way
undulates endless! for
Subiaco grads.

K<fmrll-lEt
First and foremost, I would
like to give most of the credit to
my mother, for giving me the
opportuni ty to attend Subiaco
and always pushing me when I
needed it in order to succeed.
Secondly, I would like to thank
the Academy staff, monks,
facultv and administration for
mend~ing me into the Subi man
1am today; it truly means a lot
tome.
I wil l never forget all of the
guys that have come and gone
during my five years here.
There are too many to list that
have made an impact on my
life as friends and brothers. I
hope we can all keep in touch.
Thanks to all my coaches:
Coach Tencleve, Coach Terry,
Coach Berrv, Coach Corley,
Coach Stm;all, Coach George,
Coach Wewers, and Coach
Devine for mentoring me and
allowing me to become the
athlete I always dreamt to be. I
never could have asked for a
better high school career or the
place called Subiaco.

Ben ..Joln;oo

I would like to thank
everyone who had an impact
on my time at Subiaco.
Thanks to my parents and my
grandparent who paid for me
to go here. Thanks to aU my
brothers here that were with
me and here for me during the
good and bad times. Thanks
to all the faculty and monks
for always pushing me to be
the best possible student and
person I could be. Lastly, I
would like to thank God for
all of these blessings
mentioned. Without Him in
control of my life, I know that
none of this would have been
possible.

23

1-y.n;eKim

David Kim
After my four years of
school m Subiaco, I would
like to thank my parents for
encouraging me ~ d
motivating me to keep up my
task at Subiaco. They belie\"ed
that I "ould do well· here and
I tned m,· best to fulfill their

Qicleciet.,
Ma ny peopl e are responsible
fo r your success, influe nces
that challe nge you, inspire
you, push you to do your best
eve,y single day. O ne such

;nftuence for me was my

mother.
nts

Mother you were there fo r

me eve,y single day,
demanding and never

r

on't forget it.
nd last, I want to thank
all the Subi s taff and facul ty.
They were a major part of my
_ taught me
life; theynot
but also formed good
,o t t I could

become a gentleman of
Subiaco Academy.- - - ~

satisfied. You n ever le t me
rest; you never let me take a
w he n I felt so
day off,
nuserabl I could harldy get
up. You ade me sta nd up fo r
myself and you gracefully took
all I threw at you, even if you
freaked out about the smallest
absence.
All 1can say is "Thank you."

These three years have gone by
pre tty quickly. I've learned a lot
here, and don't know where I'd
be today if I had never attend ed.
I've made new friends, learned
about new cultutes, and leamed
of new things, namely League of
Legends and kimchi. It's been
fun.

At first I did not enjoy this
loo much, but sin e the
Jfme_ went on. I started to Hice
this place which we called
Subi or Subiaco. It is hard to
imagine that three years has
passed already. If there is
anything to say it would be to
cherish every minute, because
what is passed is pas~ed.

p

e mi
at you
this school, two vears . Howeve r,
du.ring my two Years, I have
gained skills, memories, a nd
brothers that will last a life time.
This school has helped mentally
pre pare me to go out on my
own and it has provided me
with the knowledge of what to
expect from college and how to
ucceed in the next four years of
my life. The memories that I
have accumulated over my time
here at Su biaco will never fade. I
have alwa s heard that your
years are the best
h igh sch
years of your life and I believe
that whoever said that must not
ha ve been from Subiaco. I say
tha t not because Subiaco has
been a nega tive time in m life,
but because of the OpPOSi te. The
greatness of Su biaco does not
end upon graduation. The
memories tha t a re forged
through the high school
experie nce a t Subiaco Academy
will live on through reunions
and at the re unions new
memories will be fo rged as well.
The; brotherh od that is Subiaco
Academy is one that is
indestructible. I look forward to
gaining a new set of brothers
at graduation. I love
every y
all of you, my Brothers, a nd I am
proud to be called a Su bi-Man.

I'm starting off by thanking
all of my family, teachers, and
friends for making my dream
at Subiaco come true. This
chool has not o nly helped me

m

The three years at Subi really
taught me how to be a real man.
rve learned a lot in this period
of time. These three years are
the most important in my life. I
will never regret coming here to
become a Trojan !

past and present but

has helped me plan my life far
into the future by making me
grow from a boy into a young
man, strong and ready for any
challenge that will come.

Subiaco has been the best
four years of my life. I have
become so close to everyone
here and l call them all my
brothers. Coming to Subiaco
was the best decision of my life
and I'm sure I will not forget
about it. Subiaco is a
brotherhood that can not be
spli.
I would like to thank all of
my teachers who have helped
me through the years and I have
to say thank you to Coach Berry
for giving me the chance to play
football, which was a great
experience. The only other
thing I would like to say is
thank you, Subiaco.
Go Trojans, and Roll Tide!

.Jacd,Mprs

First off I would like to
thank all of Lhe students and
staff at Subiaco Academy.
This place has been my
home away from home for
the past two years. I have
met many friends and had
such amazing experiences
here. A little bit of advice l
would give to anyone who
goes here is to get involved
in activities. This place
becomes even better when
you can.participate in events
with your brothers.
Once again, thank you,
Subiaco Academy, for
helping me succeed even
more than I already knew I
could .

First off I would like to
th ank the Academy I'd also
like to thank both of my
~arents, my friends, my
eachers, Lhe faculty, and all the
monks past and present for
contributing to the killer (great)
education I've received during
lhe course of my high school
Years at Subiaco.
be These past three years have
. en the best I can remember
made endless
in my life. I
rnernories: ootball, basketball,
prom, othe11 dances, and other
~emeries t t just don't belong
~: a s_enior ,mte-= p. All in all,
Y hme with my bros from
Subi is a go time.
I can onl hope that 1 make
You all pro and live up to the
e::icpectation put forth. I'm sure
later on in life
I'll see you
but unttJ th n, stay classy, '
Sub1aco.

Ahh, these four years really
changed my life. l can honestly
say l love this place and I'm
going to miss it and all my
friends that are underclassmen.
They said "keep it short and
sweet" and that's what I did.
Remember BaU Is Life, eat
greedy, and get BUCKETS!!!!

CrnsReed

Well, can't believe that it is
ti.me for me to go. No more high
school. Man it's bittersweet. At
least it was fun while it lasted. I
want to thank God for always
being there for me. I also want to
thank my mom, dad and my
brother for giving me the
opportunity to come here and the
continuous support through my
years at Subi. I also want to thank
all the teachers and faculty for
helping me while I was here.
Thanks to all the juniors and
seniors for making my time here
fun and enjoyable.
To all the seniors: I' m going to
four
miss you all. Go out and do great
I've been here for
things. To the juniors: you are
long years and great years
were they. I will never forget some great friends. I sure am
the friends I've made and all going to miss all of you. To
Logan, Grant, Isaiah, Kelly,
the people that have helped
Julius, Jack, Jon, Christian and
me along the way. Thank
it's your time next
Weisenfels:
you, Mr. Timmerman, for all
the help and advice you have year. Go and lead the Trojans to
given to me over these years. the playoffs and watching and
cheering some games. I will be
But the number one person
watching and cheering you on.
I'll have to thank is my dad.
Go Trojans!
od Bless all!

Zac:raJ:J Bifoo
R.oesewald

Where to begin .... I've
been at Subi for two vears. I've
made life-long frien~ and
memories that will always be
"';th me. I've grown and
changed a., a person; I went
from bemg a boy into being a
man. I am so thankful that I was
given the opportunity to attend
such an incredible school. It has
given me the tools to be
successful, and r will never
forget that.

I have been here for only two
years which is not a really long
time. I don't feel l want to leave
Subi and my classmates. As a
student in Subi, I feel the great
honor to have gotten along well
with everybody. Teachers and
classmates treated me like a
brother, taught me lots of things
patiently and nicely. I will never
forget how awesome you guys
are and I hope every single one
of you guys can be successful in
the future. My teachers, I will
miss you too. I promise I wiU
come back to visit Subi and my
awesome teachers.
Thanks, Subi! Love
everybody here!!!

Bil Ylll

Dezt-a-g
I've stayed in this place for
four years already. During these
years, I learned some critical
skills and attitudes, which will
affect the rest of my life.
Realizing to do something s tark,
I practiced my piano; desiring to
be robust, I worked every day in
rain and shine. Also, I became
the founder of the anime music
club, trairtlng myself to be more
responsible and more
undaunting to each of the
members. Thank you, my
friends, for pporting me
always. Thank you to my
teachers for helping me correct
my personal faults. Although I
cannot be a true Subi man, 1 feel
myself so much better than
before. The memories will be

Grant McKenzie
Isaac Miller
Chris Myers
Jaeyong Oh
Na than Quimbo

Alex Bowman
Anh Due Bui
Jun Woo Chang

Jack Hertlein plays pong relay with fellow classmates
Logan Kremer and Chris Myers cheering him on.
Mike Reilly
Alex Sharum
Woo Chang Shim
Jacob Shotwell
Michael Snavely

Brennon Felterman

Bradley Stall
Evan Stringfellow
Evan Strobel
Brandon Thompson
Wesley Timmerman

Jack Hertlein
Kelly Homs
Sean Jafari
Mario Juarez

Nicholas Trachier
John Tran
Isaiah Vasquez
Jon Vines
Andrew Vo

Chase King
Andrew Komp
Logan Kremer
Cash Krueger
Travis Llndry

Julius Lewis
Christian Lowery
Jacob Maestri
Manuel Mares
Demarcus McDaniel

Truman Wa llace
Logan Weisenfels
TianheXu
Max Zhou
Tony Zhou

■

"I am the middle of three kids
with two sisters. My parents are
real estate agents and all of my
familv was born and raised in

Arka~sas:·
S,-,,Stalfl.11

"Last year I lived with the now
seniors. It was pretty cool. They
all were nice and welcoming to
me even though I was yonger.
They are my best friends now."
Sean Ja/an; 11

"I am a fourth generation
student at Subi. I grew up in
four different states, and I'm the
oldest in my family. My favorite
superhero is BATMA !!"'

l..o{lllnW_,,...,,

"I am the youngest in my family.
This is my first year at Subiaco and
first time out of my country. I play
League of Legends, and my favorite
movie is Now You See Me."
Ahn Due Biu, 11

I/ranMOtdd/lJdt,,fJ,tlUlltf dk/Jf1!d~PN IHfli o-ur
\1y favorite $Uperhero is Captain America.
Travis Landry

llr~ 13/)~tm IWllll/11141

- Mrd< Clrturdm R/144

\1y favurite sup..•rht>ro would probably bt' Spidt>rm,1n.
Andrew Komp
Favorite uperhero ha., to be Hull..!

Evan Stringfellow

The 8001<
around

The number of day
students have grown
in this last year there
are almost as many
dav students as there
are boarding.
·
Chase King and
Isaac Miller both in

Andrew Komp

There were multiple sightings of the House ofHades
around campus from seniors and sophomores but mostly
in the hands of the juniors. Many of them read the Rick
Riordan novel from The Heroes of Olympus series.
Some teachers complained about students reading
this book in class instead of paying attention to the class
discussion or assignment.
Jack Hertlein said, "This book is thrilling. It keeps me
on my toes, has great romance, true friendship , and
awesome battles. · What's not to love!
Christian Lowery said, "I can 't wait for next year for
the next and last book of the series to come out."
For some of these sighted readers of the pulp fiction ,
it had been a while since they had even touched a book
much less opened its front cover.
All of the fans of the book have high hopes for the next
one. Their dread is that Riordan might decide to make
the last one a tragedy and killl all the heroes. Let's hope
he does not.

Dong Ho Kang
Christian Kaufman
James Kim
Harrison Knox
Nick Lacy

Jakob Bergen
MitchelJ Berry
Joseph Blaschke

Charlie Zuppa has spent much of his
time in the outdoors. Living in Colorado,
he enjoys mountain biking, white water
rahing, hilting and canoeing. His
grandparents live in North Carolina, and
from there he spent a week hiking the
upper part of the Appalachian Trail.

Nick Langston
Connor McKenzie
Jackson Mendenhall
Connor Moran
Jack Moser

Eric Boltuc
Jarrod Brown
Michael Cannon

Adam Musgrove
Sam Nichol
John Nolasco
Will Owens
Sungwan Park

Eric Cauthron
Walker Cobb
Hayden Criswell

Brady Tolbert (right), from Fort Smith, is
proud to say that though he has been
blown up, stabbed by pencils and falJen
down stairs, he has never broken a bone
in his body.

Mathew Post
Toby Schluterman
Braxton Smith
Brady Tolbert
Alex Walker

Jay Finley
James Goude
Dominic Hackman

Mark Watson
R.D. Weidman
James Wells
Zhengan Zhang
Charles Zuppa

Jakob Halter
Joseph Hart
Michael Hennessey
Vincent Hoang

At night !my fa\Orite hangout
is] Founder's Court. It is reallv
chill and a nice way to ha\e,;

His favorite hangout is the
computer lab. His reasoning "because I'm a Geek."

con,ersation."
James Goude

Adam Musgrove

Favorite hangout: "The jazz
band room • because it is a place
where there is always good
music and it is really fun in
there."
Mlkh•II Berry

Favorite hangout: "The shower.
That's where I can get away and
think."

Jakob Bergen

Mv music taste is \'ery di\t..>Ne and random. l\•e alway~ lo\"t!d 70s and
sris rock with Queen, Rush and Lynard Skynard More recently I
ha\1? di!.cowred Mumford and Sons, LuminL~r.io and Lordc. I ha\'e
started to listen to country more.
R.D. Weidman

Lots of music, novels and gamPs.
Sungwan Park

J have .,bout 15 gb of music. It's about 90'\i dubstep, _which
older people won't know about, .md old school rock 1s the
other 10%. Al!>O games.
Braxton Smith

RESILIENT
and
READY

With 16 first-year students in the sophomore class, this
year was going to be a transition year, a year of learning, a
year to "find your place."
Some call the sophomore year "The Hump Year," for if the
young Trojan can survive this middle year, it's all a slide
from there: easier classes, easier life, smoother transitions.
One advantage that the 16 new members of the
class had over past sophomores is that many of them came
to school with a friend .
In fact, eight of them ride the Barling bus each morning , all
eight of them coming from the same junior high school,
Trinity.
"These guys are my closest friends and I'm glad I will get to
spend high school with them ," said Jackson Mendenhall.

The tenth grade skit for
the Friday football pep
rally featu red
commentators Jack.son
MendenhaU and Connor
McKenzie doing a playby-play for a game
against Booneville.
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WiU Owens has a first-time driving story that most
people cannot match. "Model Ts have a parallel
suspension spring to the body. They are extremely top
heavy and easy to flip. I took a 90 degree cur\'e at 40
mph by accident the first time I drove, and I got the car
up on two wheels.•

David Andrepont
Nsisong Arch.ibong
David Bolt
Aaron Brooks
Nicolas Charbonnet

Brayden Rainwater
Ian Redmond

Song Huan Chen
Davis Elliott
Zachary Franz
Deacon Hardwicke
Aaron Hebert

Steven Schluterman
Hunter Shaw

Sampras Helton
Anthony Hoang
Liam Johnson
Louis Kapp
Ryan King

Alex Snow
Timothy Thomas

Sidney Krone
Seth Kupers
Braxton Leding
Sangwoon Lee
Logan Marlow

Sampras Helton and Anthony Hoang
try to stack the dice. How far can he go?
Not far enough, th.is time, to win the
competition.

Elliot Mason
Axel Ntamatungiro
Spencer Penton
Caleb Phillips
John Paul Post

Judd Wright

Renaissance Days are great days for
enjoying the time with others. Zach Franz
and Mason Ell iot prepare to go off fo r a
day of field day games.

freshmen frolics
38

"No, I am not the first of my
family to come to Subiaco. I
wanted to go where we focus on
school but still have fun."

··1 have many family members
who've gone here. I like going to
school here because I get a good
education and I'm preparing myself
for college."

Seth Kupers, 9

.JohnPau/Posl.9

"I am not the first of my family

for it is a family tradition to
come to school here."

"Yes, I am the first of my family
to come here. My parents
wanted me to go to a school
with a good education and to
improve my English."
Song HU811 Chen, 9

In the "boom play• during the &eshmen skit. Seth Ku pers prepar~s to
run the ball down the middle and makc!i a huge play until Axel
Ntama lungiro freezes the action.

Bl-st prank I h,we ever M.>t'n w,h putting Sari\Jl Wrap on a door
with honey all over it.
Ryan King
when my fami ly faked out my brother by h:!aving for a vacation before
he could fni<;h using the bathroom.
Brayden Rainwate r
Thl• best pr.ink was when we taped Aaron Hebert to a i:hair
Nsisa.ng Archibong

·Advice Column
Sampras Helton plays one of the Friday games in the fall.
The object of this game was to leave o nly o ne card left on
the top of the bottle.
Sanb'WOOn Lee, as a new freshman, had many
adjustme nts to make to Ame rica and to Subiaco.

John Paul Post, Nsisong Archibong, Elliot Mason a nd
Axel Ntamatungiro watch the action of a performance
at a Friday skit.

Dear Senior,
Remember what it was like
to be a freshman ... .
Being an underclassmen definitely has its
disadvantages. Having three groups of students bigger
and older has a way of changing your perspectives. There
are too many people expecting you to look up to them,
wait in line after them.
Soon enough , though, it will be the freshman 's tum to
be the big kids on campus. Until then, there are some
pieces of advice they have for their mentors.
First, at least one of them suggested that the
upperclassmen ' don't boss us around.• How many seniors
hoped for the same treatment when they were two years
younger? One sophomore even went so far as to label
the upperclassmen as ' jerks.• It's a tough label and
hopefully applies to very, very few.
Name calling aside, another put it more diplomatically:
' Don't expect respect just because you 're older. You have
to earn it first." That's legitimate advice for any scenario or
situation.
Some took themselves less seriously and offered such
advice as ' Resepct us' and ' Lead the young classmen
and don't boss them around!'

SMORE

otta have

INUTES

Timothy Constantino
Luke He rtlein

Seventh graders learned early on
how to make their small class
and small \'Oices work during the
pep rally cheer Crowd favorites
e\"ery time

"(My favorite video game isj
Soul Caliber IV because it's
like Mortal Kombat but
better. Plus the story is
beast."
Gr.1yson Brown 8
Andrew faeld
Hunter Fleming
Tiangang Huang
GererdoJean

William Ivy
Ethan Miller

Tom Johns
Carlen Johnson
Tyler Komp
Ryan Moore

And then the Class of 201
brought their class cheer alive,
too

Isaac Osborne
Mikhail Rzhanitsa

Chance 0''1eal
David Ph.in
John Shero
John Van Slyke

Keizer Sosebee
Rei Watanabe

Charlie Winslow
Steven Winslow

Trevor Willis
Lawson Winn
Philip Woford

thoughts from

El

GRADERS

"Math is frightening.
Mental
'·Math 1s very fun to me. I like
the idea of learning new things."

Abuse

To
Humans."
Lawson Winn
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on that video game

Philip Wototd

MBeCone: best graphics, tiny
internet flow, onJine. Most
awesome multi-player, firstperson shooter ever. Only
reason is that C\'erybody says
so. I don't play it."
Tiangang Huang 8
"(My farnrite video game is]
Modem Warfare2 because I
played it for so long and
wasted half my life being
addicted to that game until
Battlefield came out."
TrevorWillis8

"(My favorite video game is)
well ... Pokemon. I grew up on
ii There's always other games
but I guarantee there are other
kids at this school who play
Pokemon."
Chance O'Neal 8

"(My favorite video
game isl Uncharted
3. It is really fast
paced and has a
really good story."
John Shero 8

GRADERS
Sometimes [math] is fun to learn
new stuff. Other times it is
boring. I guess it depends what
mood I am in."
Steven Wins/Ow

"Math is fun and fast. 1 like
math and am pretty good at it.
When I have homework, math is
the first thing I do.!"
Tim Constent,no
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0ctobt,,r, the kitchen staff ha:. had ,1 great varit'ty of
l.'~··v~ gotten rid of tuna noodll' ca,'-1.'fllk'. which i~ the
t U1cv could haw done.

llll.

"Mrs.Rush is one of
the great resources at
Subiaco. College
applications can

require a lot of
coordination, and
she's simply a
pleasure to work with.
I know she reflects
each student and the

school wen.·
Eli Hekel (12)

Side-by-side

College Counselor

with

The kitchen staff is certainly important to the li\'es

of the students. It is to them that students need often to
remember their manners and be polite. ~s. Diane Koch
prepares the dishes for cleaning after a lunch.

Each summer, about 5 to 8 students
earn summer wages by working at the
Academy with the maintenance staff:
cleaning, repairing , maintaining the grounds
and buildings. It's not always an easy job.
This summer, two of the workers worked
alongside a parent: David Johnson with his
dad James and Logan Kremer with his
mom Tommie Sue.
That too is not always easy.
David recalls being the sole worker after
the other workers began football practice.
"I was under complete supervision by my
dad. Automatically a one-man job became
a two-man job," he said.
"The worst experience of the summer"
was fixing a gate at the football field . "We
ended up spending over an hour fixing this
in the freezing cold rain."
gate.
But, seriously, for both of them the time
spent on campus with their fellow workers and yes with a parent- was a good summer.
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Mr. Robert Pugh arranged for students to participate in a
documentary about a local Ovil War skirmish. Nathan
Mabry (12), EWo t Mason (9) and Tim Thomas (9) did ha\'e
roles in the production.

"She's very much a
behnid-the-scenes
person. She takes
care of so many
things for us • the
graduation
packages,
transcripts and so
many other things
that l would only
notice if she didn't
do them:
Eric Ledleu (12)

•Mr. Franz Is
responsible for
~ecruiting students.
e travels a lot; he's

Mern~~- ;,~~~~~s
1

and many places in
Arkansas to recruit
students. He also

.

"Ms. Bauer kept
passports and
120s for the
[intemationaQ
students. She IS
really nice and
kind."
nm Xu (11)

skypes with

incoming foreign
Sludents. Marshal
Brooks (12)
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"My favonte part
of fall ,s playing
tennis. Next Fall
I will be able to
play ,n varsity
matches.•

Ttun, arr, (),W.),J fw-o w-a,,ys fo wn,
yow- ltft,. Ow, wa.s fMUIJU
~ wa ~ - Ttu, oftw- w
a.s fMUIJU wuyf~ wa, ~ -- All,u-f ausiriu

4-A State
Doubles Champs

Right back at you
\t.ushal Brooks {121 easily returns a ball hit to his right side.

Sen10r Marshal Brooks and sophomore Jack Moser won 4A state in
doubles tennis.

Moser can now boast having two stale wins in tennis doubles (another
state win in 2012). and he hopes to keep it going for the next two years.
Marshal was very excited about the win: after all, they were down a few
sets and came out with the win. "One of the better feelings I have had in a
long time. And 1am happy that my parents got to see me play, thanks to Br.
J.P. [Richey) and the internet.•

Making a play
:Sick Trachier 1 U makes an athletic mm,·e to rctum the tennis
ball to the oppcbtng team.

Ferocious Serve
~hke Reilly (11) and Alex Sharum (11) plily yct another match as a doubles team.

nr tenns tan his hx/.nJth:rgre:it ~'i"'...zstn nr /t'..¥11 H:.15
rci )CUN wtfh aiyo,r SclkT (XI fir /e-,n nr ~e;IJJ sl-a.id
I = J goat Mure »ith .xi //a, Jot1,: µ,n µ,rfq,,l,ng 1/,s
p,5! sau, Thrnz the /an'5 10/hst,te,bfies hlle.ni /Ir
35/h dslTrl <ix.H6 /Jllo

Veteran coach looks to victory
Br. Adrian Strobel, Subiaco's tennis coach, has had an overall
record of 235-48-4, and was named national tennis coach of the
year in 2005 and was Arkansas tennis coach of the year in 19861

1991, 1993 and 2005.
This year's players agree that he's a tough coach but "that's
what makes us a good team," said sophomore Jack Moser. Last
year, as a freshman, Jack won lhe state title in doubles.
Marshal Brooks, with four years playing under Br. Adrian,
said, "I am glad that I'm playing for Subiaco. I [eel like we're the
most disciplined school in the district."
Marshal and the other players were confident that the team
could take the state title in doubles for the second year in a row
to finish what the singles team started last year.
Perhaps a little bit or gruffness pays off in dividends.

PLAYING IT COOL
YEAH or NAY

Seniors Austin Schluterman, Jacob Myers
and Bill Yun hold up po~ters for the crowd
below to decide the fate of each poster.

S

pirit Week is the
highlight of the
school year.This year Homecoming
fell early in the calendar year, on
Sept. 20.
According to many, there seemed
to be more participation and
enthusiasm. With only four days
to dress down and one afternoon
of games, the most was made of
the time.
The games this year included a fan
favorite of the bat spin. The
nonparticipants push in the
sidelines eager to see the stumbling
antics of the dizzy runners. Get a
quote from Bill Yun about how it
feels to be so dizzy and run.
Four first-year underclassmen
failed to make a poster; otherwise,
there seemed to be more good
posters, according to Daniel
Heinrichs, who personally got to
rip up a few posters.
The teachers continued their
tradition of performing the
Homecoming skit. Since the
Trojans were playing the
Mustangs, could the skit be about
anything but a Trojan horse?
A LAUGH FOR THE LOOFAS
Those that have been at Subi for several
years always wonder what the dynamic duo
of Chris Post and Cody Eveld will do for
Twinkie Oay7 This year was a blast.
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l. Jackson Mendenhall seems to have an affinity for the role of the
nerd,• Sheldon. 2. Senior Kamron Hurst dre-;sed for each theme
day. ·3. Junior Demarcus McDaniel portrayed the nerd by needing
glasses to look up a word in the dictionary. 4. Walker Cobb (10)
sports his large, black-rimmed glasses and pocket protector. 5.
Jarrod Brmvn's favorite dres~ down theme was fa\'orite sports
team. He is definitely a Hog fan. 6. Gotta love that part down the
middle of Andrew Komp's hair. - Joseph Blaschke (10) supports
the Dallas Cowboys. 8. Victor Obiri (12) takes on a ~cer team.

EARLY uou,rs
lead to

SfRONO-ER
PESIRE

The football team has one of the
youngest teams in the conference
with only !-ix returning seniors on
the team.
\Vinning, the players knew,
was going to be difficult but not
impossible. •we have a strong
junior class right behind us helping
us out; said fi\'e-\'ear Trojan Codv
El'eld.
.
The loss to Lamar in the second
games dro\·c the team to try harder.
• After that game all we could think
about was getting on that field,
practicing, getting better to ,\.in the
rest of our games: said Chris Post
(12).

The next game was the

Andrew Komp
(n l ) intercepts
a passag.,i nst

homecoming game against
Perryville. Junior Kelly Hollis sat
out i'nost of the game but came in
as quarterback for the last play of
the game, capturing a 1•point win
in the last play of the game.
\\'ith two ,.,,;ns and one loss
under their bell and the beginning
of conference ahead of them, the
T rojan.s could only hope that heart
and desire were strong forces.
Sometimes it was not the win/ loss
ratio that counted most.

Dover as
teammate Chris
Post (:5) backs
him up.
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op, Joseph Blaschke, Walker Cobb, Log.in \\'e15enfels, Grant McKmz1e, Jon \Imes, M1tchell lkrrv,
Zachan, Ruesl~\\,lld, Enc Boltuc, Br,,dley 51,,11, Andre\\ Komp, Alex &mman, J.,ck Hertlein, and Max i
11ddle, Jesse Dwr, ls,11ah Vasquez, Brennon Felterman, Codv Eveld, Austm Schlutt•rm,1n, Juhus Ll'\\I"
:\fark Lm, Kellv Holhs, Logan Kremer, Chris Post, Tobv Schluterman
ront, J,irrod Brown, Jatkson Mt•ndenh,111, Eric Cauthron, Demarcus McD.imcl, Jamb Mvers, Mt<:h.icl
Cannon, Br,,d} Tolbert. John Nolasco, Chrn,l1,1n Lm,ery, James Wells, Joseph H<1rl
·

'

sen1or
' H'1gh

• FOOTBALL

FORA LOSS
"I don't play too much but I
enjoy playing. We should have
a good year and hopefully I will
play some.•

Ail•x Snoh· (9) and Sampras Helton (9) bring down a Lamar mnm.•r
befon· he can make ,t p.1~t the linl' of ~rimmagc

COACHING ENCOURAGMENT

Coach Mike Berry fires up Deacon Hardwicke (9) as the
Trojans take the field for the first time.

Successful
year for junior
high Trojans
The junior high Trojans
started off the year with a loss,
but finished the season better
than any junior high Trojan
team in five years. They finished
the season 3~2.
It is hard to get a team so
young used to the game of
football. Most of the kids at
other schools have been playing
together since they were in
elementary school.
"But we don't use that as an
excuse," said Head Coach Mike
Berry.
The junior high at Subiaco
faces much adversity, relying on
freshmen leadership to push
them through the year. The
Trojans had 17 freshmen on the
team this year, bumping the
leadership of the group up
tremendously.
Freshman Hunter Shaw said,
"It fell good to be a leader. I'm
glad we had a successful year,
and I'm ready to play some
senior high ball."
"The optimisim from the
group will be much appreciated
next year when the 17 young
men step up into senior high
next year as sophomores," said
Logan Kremer (11).
Brennon Felterman (11) said,
"It will be a great boost of
confidence to get these guys into
the program. I think we're all
ready "

STEPPING UP
Freshmen Steve n Schluterman, Tim Thomas, and Deacon
Hardwicke play the role of team captains in the team's
opening game against Lamar.

Page SJXJnsored by
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1-feJ~o/an King (9), Antho~y Hoang (9), Seth Kupers (9), Zach Franz (9), Brice Adams (8), Sampras
~a.ti (9 ), Deacon Hardw1eke (9), Chance O' 1eal (8), Tim Thomas (9), Sleven Schluterman (9), Logan
lon,_ ~h (9), 'ick Charbonnet (9) Middle: Coach Joe Devine, Coach Dustin Corley, Braxton Lcding (9)

MK
lbhtShop
2 7 15 West W;ilnut

Junior High • FOOTBALL

P;ins, AR
4 7 Q-%3-2242

Ninth graders outnumbered the other upperclassmen who
signed up fo r the Field Game event so their class stuck
together for all the games played that day. Deacon
Hardwicke and Steven Schluteman led the charge to win in
volleyball.
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The ~1#'b o( Eureka ~pnng are man,·.
Logan M.irlowe, WiU Owens, Jay Finley and
Tre) \\right look out O\l'r the 01.ark

4 7 9 963 6832

Renaissance Day• October 24

s """"

annual pig roast~.a,mf•
was againmom
a success,
according to man-in-charge, Mr.
Greg Timmerman.
He believed the crowd was the
largest ever, with approximately 300
people in the ridges. For the first
time all the food was eaten.
Mr. Timmerman greatly

appreciated the help of the
Parents Association for their
many hours and jobs in making
this event happen. "I can't say
enough about the role the Parents
Association played in the
success of the Pig Roast.
Getting the chairs to the ridges
then bringing them back. Taking
care of the drinks and making pies,
pulling the pork and arranging the
prize money for the games is a
small part of what I thank them
for."
And #10 is ahead of him, and
he can't wait. "Maybe something
special for the tenth is in order."

....

A TASTY TREAT
Caught with his mouth full, this student certainly enjoyed the
meal and the fireside dessert of toasted marshmallows.
Apparently he likes his crispy.
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"Being 1n video
production is
fun. lrs constant
wo11<, but I enjoy
being able to
express my love
of technology."

~what can I
say? I love pie.
Any pie
Basically, d ifs a
pie, it's going in
my mouth. No
matter how
Lessons and Carols
The junior and senior choir
combined to sing In the church

Dec. ~5.

messy.·
Carlen Johnson (8) played
Snowball in Animal Farm, a
play put on in November by the
drama club.

l.ifr, cau /,(, a ~ r , .

J..ifc, cau seuu, u«possUtl..l,,
wd vi's .«WU" uuy WWM
i1,urt,'s so IMUCk o.«, it«, l,u.u,.
SOM.9 UJM tM, PoKUt,(,(),U:
it«, "Fu-si Moll«,

Grant
McKenzie
(11)

Hosting a tournament is a team effort, according to Br. Matthias Hagge. As coach
of the archery team, he organized and lead the district tourname nt for archery held
in Oskar Rust Gymnasium Feb. 15.
Students, parents, and teachers helped with such jobs as setting up and tearing
down the equipment for the flights, scoring individual performances, serving
refreshments, giving tours, tallying points and rankings, and providing first aid.
Top scorer for Subiaco Academy, and tied for second in the tournament, was Jacob
Myers (12) who scored 287 out of 300. "If I do that again at state, I could quanlify for

Nationals which is held in Louisville, Kentucky. Even though this was only our
second year with an archery team, we have accomplished so much.•
The senior high Subi team performed well enough to earn a berth in the state
tournament held in Hot Springs March 8. Myers said, •with over 3,000 shooters at
state, it can be pretty intimidating but I think we are more prepared this year than
we were last year_.

4-8 guns
CAMP GAMES Jacob Myers (12)
teaches summer campers the proper
way to draw back a bow.

24%

Guns owned

Animals hunted

Hunting trips

in 2013
Amey IS J SfK)rl tlut p.rlfie an µ,rtcfp1/e lf1
lne yearbook staff polled 100 senior high students on the topics of guns and hunting. Thirty
lhrotffhou/ fhtir Uk II dJt5rt/ T<J7.lireg=f
st
udents claimed that in their households, they owned eight or more guns. That nearly
sµttlor plv'SOI s!rerfflh Pwµeof,il ,,ges cl1
equals the households with no guns. As students, they are limited in their opportunities to
~d. ntlrr forlu,t,ngorform,]ft'fifil-f
hunting as only 41 actually spent any time hunting ; of those, there are a few -12- who are
go
slwhng.
act,ve hunters, having gone to the field eight or more times in the fall and winter hunting
Season. Deer were the most popular targets, but it was interesting to note that at least 15
st udents hunted more than four types of animals .

· 1loved
shooting the
AR 15. I shot
it at Isaiah
[Vasquez]'s
house. 1blew up
a tree with it. It
caused my left ear to be deaf
for two days but it was so
worth it. I hunt because it's my
God-given right. It's also a
really fun sport. I really enjoy
how challenging
it is. [Hunting] brings joy to my
heart.·

9Thekillwuthe
Theftrst
""" I took him In tho
spine. The deer dropped
and we wallced up 10 tho
deer thinking tt was dad.

-kiD ....

1 Br. '-iathias Hagge and Sam pras Helto n (9)
set up ,;igns to direct traffic.
2: Senior.; Marshal Brooks and Jacob Myers
participate in their flight. Both scored well in
the tournament, especially Myers who
ranked highe!it for the Subiaco team.
3: One of the toughest Jobs performed by
students like CaJeb Phillips (9) was to score
each flight
4: Some of the workers receiving their
instructions before beginning work as
scorers ar~ Garret Dyment, G rayson Brown,
Bruton Led.ing and Michael Snavely
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Whenweaotuptolt, •
popped up its head and we
quickly reloaded •

taking place in
Arkansas, it is
truly brought
home to us through
the language, music,
and cultural history
that Mark Twain
wove together A
Oassid"

re but few practicable

This year's first drama production featured Animal Farm, a
story about Communism. Its two main characters are pigs
representing Stalin and Hitler.
"The play was very successful. Each performance had a
very full crowd. Some people came back to see it twice,"
said Zach Ruesewaid, who played Boxer.
The only human characters in the play were the puppets
that represented farme rs. The rest of the cast were always
dressed in animal costumes.
The cast worked on this play for about four months, and
what better way to end a play than to have the whole cast
exiting the stage dancing, showing that they all had had a
great time performing .

The townfolk gang up on good old Huckleberry.

Brandon Thompson, William Ivy, Carlen Johnson,
Nathan Mabry, Malcolm Mitchell, Mrs. Cheryl
Goetz, and Ashlin Farb_~_._ _ _ _ .,

.....

-

pn,,lde,,toflbe
dramadaband
JkM!lbe
thellre.lt'sa

nalJ0110
perfonnln-

.,....,.....
laa6-m

(11)

__ .,

"It was a great

It is the boys all together having the darndest of

times. Carlen Johnson, Brandon Thompson, William
Ivy, and Chance O'Neal
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OJ T ROJANS Y

the cast are my
bestfrieodsand
weallhada
goodtime'
Vlcta,CJl,hi

(12)

Page SfX)llSOred by
The Jazz Ensemble's big blow out for 2014 was a trip to
St. Louis, MO to perform at three venues: the St. Louis
Arch, the Hard Rock Cafe, and, a more prestigious venue,
Busch Stadium.
Mr. Roy Goetz, ensemble director, sent a video of the
band to the men and women at Busch Stadium. A few
weeks later they nailed the gig.
Daniel Dunham (12) said, 'I love the Cardinals and am
super pumped that we get to perform al an actual ball
game. [The performance] is a dream come true.•
Daniel, along with the twenty-seven other members,
made the trip this spring to showcase the group's talent.

'

.

~k: Wm_ Ivy ('7), Mitchell Berry (10),Joseph ~art (10), Alex Sharum (11), _Nick Lacy (10),
\j l'Vt-n Winslow (7), Sid Krone (9), Hayden Criswell (9), Mr. Roy Goetz, Director.

'<Idle: Axel Ntamatungiro (9), Woo Shim (11), Haden Hudson (12), Daniel Heinrichs (12), Braxton
Mares (11), Sam Nichol (10), Eric Cauthron (10), Daniel Dunh.lm (12), Dong Ho Kong

'Jlio

), Dominic Hackman (11).
Elliot (9),Jacob Maestri (11), Ryan Moore (8), Sampras Helton (9), Eli Hekel (12), Br,mdon
ltl.pson (11) and Mikhail Rzhnnitsa (7).

52 18 East State Hwy. 19 7

Scranton AR
938-7 500
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I OST M \!\ The Pottw,lle pla}er
makes 11 clo:r.er to thl• ba ... kt"t but
Tro1an re1nfon:t>mt•nls an> there to
grab a n>bound

Welco111e to It!

01,·er.

Back: Coach Randy Terry, Assi..tant w·t1liam Stehle, Jon Vines, J~ph Bta,chke, Andrew Komp, David Johnson,
Alex Walker, Cash Krueger, Eric Boltuc,Jakob Berg,?n, Chris Reed, Wesley Timmerman, Toby Schluterman, Jacl-

Hcrtlem, Andy Vo, Head Coach Tim Tendeve
Kneeling: R.D. Wiedman, Mathew Post, Vincent Hoang. Chris Post, Kelly Hollis, Evan Strobel, Kamron Hurst,
Daniel Dunham, Demarcu!> McDaniel, Christian Lowery

/WELCOME70
1
~F lliFER SECTION They may not be good al tumbk~ and nip, but lhc Sub1
( "l'nng St'Cl10n has the , oc.lb Md cnlhus,asm to nval any opponents

T-shirts ordered at the beginning of the basketball
season stated a firm belief of most people on the hill: the
Trojan basketball program is traditionally a powerhouse
program and influenced the student section title ' The Power
House.'
The Student Council executive officers and their advisor
wanted to do something in a very visible way to show
support for and recognition of the players - each student was
asked to wear a specially designed t-shirt to the games.
The council also purchased rally towels for the Power
House. Student body president, Cody Eveld, said, ' The
seniors felt the need to intensify Oscar Rust gymnasium so
we created the Power House to unify the tams.'
With the help of parents and the Student Council, the
Power House was born. Since its birth the dedicated
members of the Power House have often traveled with the
team, pushing them to twelve conference victories.
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lop· A
\Vrigh '>Sistant William Stehle, Davis Elliot, Zach Franz, Deacon Hardwirkc, Trey Wright, Sampras Helton, Judd

~~i°f:

Learning Curve

Keizer Sosebee, Brayden Rainwater, Ci1lcb Phillips, Oa\id Andrepont, Trier Komp, R~·an King. John
ost, Hunter Fleming, and Isaac Osborn.

Junior froJans have 111uch
to learn
Well over half of the junior high basketball team were
first-year players. Experience is a quality that is
unbelievably scarce in the players. Based on this fact ,
the 2013-2014 basketball season was spent largely
finding players who could help the team win .
The first five conference games were a struggle to get
through. The sixth game against the Dover Pirates gave
the Trojans their first conference win. Their post season
stopped after a 24-25 district tournament loss to
Pottsville in the first round .

Dmd
Andrepont (9)
shoobowra
Pottsvilleplayt>r
during a
conference

game
Andrepont
started at the

pomtguard
position mm.t of
th111year.

Trey Wright (9) blocks
out hard while trying for a defensive

rebound.

Tyler Komp (8)
l•h•vatcsmthe

paint to maJ..:l' .m
acrobatic shot
OH·r an oppc.hmi,;
pl,lyl'r. He ~1id,

"Tht• cxpt..n,mtc
of Subiaco
b,1,.kl'lball is
much diffort>nl
th,m

at my old -.chool
I'm gdling uwd

toit,1nd I lik<•it."
Komp w.1~ thL'
youngt>sl ,1artt>r,

bcmg the only
eighlhgmkr.

Daniel Heinrichs (12),
), John Tran (11),
), Patrick Giuliani (11)

Weknow
a thing Ol

z.

The quiz bowl team experienced great success this year
under the new leadership of Br. Matthias Hagge, OSB, and
Mr. Stephen Thompson. The senior high won every match ,
save one loss to Fort Smith Southside.
The highlight of the year was not from the senior high,
but rather from the youngsters. Axel Ntamatungiro (9) broke
the record for points in a game early in the season with 350
against Lamar. Axel has a bright mind and Mr. Thompson is
looking forward to having him on the senior high team next
year.
The junior high took second place. Ntamatungiro was
the all around MVP and broke yet another record at the
tournament.

If you're a leader and you know it, be in

Student Council
Cultural Awareness at Subiaco Academy
Top: Woo Chang Shim fl IJ.Jun Woo Chang I 11 ). AoJ) Vo 111). Ahn Bui Cl lJ.
81II Yun I 121. Daniel Lee 112).Chri'i \Ian t l'.?1. Second rov. from top: Jac)ODg Oh

1111. H)'ungman Bae (121. DaH, EltiOl 19J. Sung""an Pari.. CIOI. Da\id Kim Cl'.?J.
Third row from top: Joel Gregory (Ill. C.CrartloJean {8). De Zhang (I:?). ~\1song
An:-hibong t91. Sangwoon Ltt 19). Al:el "tamatung,ro 19). Da\ 1d Boll C9). Jame,;
K,m 110). Bottom rov. · S1col:is Olarbonne1 (9), Eric Lcdieu I 12, AhlrO Torres (9),

Anlhon) Hoang (9,. \Iv. Zhou I 111. Tim Xu ( 111. John Tran 1111.
Also k.nown a\ ..CASA.· thi, group Ill Subiaco ha,
flourishs.."-d. \Ir,;. Chandra Ru-.h. \J)OD\Or for lhi, club. plans a
pre.sentauon coch )ear h1ghhghung the cultural d1\CNI) of
lhe school. Their theme ror1hi .. )ear""~ "So. Whai',; Your

S10ryr'
A program was held Friday. Marth 21 ..\lembe...-. wrote their
··~torf' with lhe guideline,; to 1dl their ~1ory in three minutes
by the use of ,ideo. Power Point. and/or a li"t= pcrfonmmcc

National Honors Society
Top: Jacob Mae,;;tri fl I}. M11chcll Bcrry (10). Au,;;un Schlu1ennan ( 12). Alex
Bowman (Ill. E\an Strobel ( 11), Andrew Komp(l 11.Jon Vines (11 ). Middle:
We~ley Timmennan (11), Eric Cuuthron (101. Jo..eph Hart (10). Chri,;;1iun Lowe!)
(11). Sam Chisholm (12). Pmrick Gutiani (11). John Tran (11). Da..,id Kim (12).
Bottom: Daniel Heinrichs (12). Austin Bed, 1121. Bill Yun {12). Alex Shruum (I J).

11

I

t~

To be in the Nt11ional Honor<. Society (NHS). a ,;;tudent ha., 10 man1ain u gr.lde pail1 1
3\erage of 85 or higher. The ,tudent mu,;;t then ,ho..., he ha.\ the other three m111s of
nn NHS n'k'mbcr Character. Leadel'\hip. and Sen-ice
Club officers "ere Sam Chi~hotm a._~ pre,;;idcnt. Daniel Heinrichs as vice-president.
Chris Post as ,;ecretury. and Duvid John~on a.~ treasurer
Many of the member. of NHS tutored during Teacher's Assis1unce or in the af1er
~hool ,;;mdy hall,.

Aim straight and follow the Blue Arrow

~ ro..., fohn Tr,:111, Tom Jc,hn,. TiJnf!ang Huang, Ryan \loon-, William hy. Luke llcrtlcm. Eric Bo.ltur
ln OnJ tu lop m" ,\l,1thl.'I'. Plhl. Jo-.cph Ht1r1. Jo-.eph B111.'-Chkc. ~l•nner \kKcr_irn:. ,\\el :'\t,unatung1ro
11\Jrnl lo top nJ'A: \\.c,ky T1mmcnn;m. Ll1f!an Kreml·r. Gr:i.nt _\kKenm•. Cnn,11;111 u>11Cl). Damcl
~h.tm. \a1h.111 .\lati11·. Boll('lll\ nm 1c,ecuu,e officer,): Enc Lcdu.:u. Cnns Pu,1. Cod) hdd. Da1id
"°'1. ll}ung \1an Bal.'.

Junior cla" offKcr--: fohn Tmn. Wc,lc)
Timmcmrnn. Loian Kremrr. Chn,tian Lo.... ery
m1dGrant\1d,cn,ic

-

-

---

Bouom: Hung Man Bae. Damel Dunham. Mar;hal Brooks. John Tran Ro"' 2 Au~tin Schlutcnnun. Malcolm Mitchell. M::uh~~
~I.Logan Kremer, E\an Strobel Row 3: David Kim, Tob) Schlu1ennun, Jo-,cph Han. Jon Vine\. Chris P~t Cody Eveld R0\ 1
..i: Grant \kKenLie. Connor McKenzie. Christian lo'Aery. Mitchell Berry Row 5: lr.l1·id Johnson. Quinlin Helms. Chris Reed,
Cll5h Krueger
Blue Arro" ,~ a ~lect group of ~niorci,Juniorc;. ,;ophomore~. Md fre(hmcn 'Aho ha\e been ru Subiaco for more than 1wo )cars.
They act a.s s1uden1 amba._(~Or. for the '-Chool Ne"' ambassador; are chosen by C'<iqmg Blue Arrow members. Throughout the
year pr'O',pc(ti\e s1uden1s come to Submco Actldcmy to tour the campu\. Blue Arrow members are privi leged 10 take part in thi<;
impon.ant ta,k as tour guides

1rc,hman dM officers: Sampras Hcl1on.

\n1h<1n) lfo,mg. A,tJ ~1:unatunl,!iro. Nicola~
fharhonnct. anJ Da, id Andrl'lll.'111

Eighth grade cl;1,, offa·cr.: Tianpang Hu:ml,!.
R)illl Moc1~. Anthon) Adn..·porn. and Tom
John,.

◄Joshua Hooper (10)
I have never been around a more positive
atmosphere. I have al.so been very impressed with
how welcoming the students are. I enjoy the sports
program too.

For the third year, Br. John
Paul Richey took students to
the National Right to Life
march in Washington, D.C.
Seven students packed for the
trip, remembering the
warnings about the D.C.
weather from last year.Snow
did fall the night before the
march.
James Wells (10) said,
"The D.C. trip was a great
experience for all who went.
feel that we learned more
about each other and
strengthened our
relationships. Meeting new
people and hearing their
stories strengthened our
passion for pro-life."

Twu

Myers {10)
This school has been great so far. The guys here are
real welcoming and I have made a ton of friends.

TMark Popov (8)
There is a lot of good students and they always can
hetp vou. Very good teachers.

£.

Joel Gregory (10)
I ha\-e been lf\051 impressed by the politeness and
graciousness of both the students and teachers in
answering my many questions on where things
are, what things are, and how things are done.

~ Nathan Thompson (8)
What I was most impressed about was how
organized everything is here. When something
happens there is no panic. Everyone knows what
to do and when. Ifs like clockwork.

--;-..z:::..- -..;....:.- ~

=;~~

:; ~~;}1.~).~e\::~~a;;7n;~~~~~~tg~~~:;:ch~~~! ~;:ma:11

11,-.....,._...,:::2;!!!11_ _ _ _ ~:~; !:n;:;~v;; ~;~ ;:;;~~~~~o;:.~ :i!::~~?s.
'Ylew of the Washington monument
Iilhe porch overlooking Speaker of
~ OUse John Bochner's office.
llor McKenzie (10) "The capitol was
11
.J] ~n though I had been before. I
lllJ d(f'd the tour because my brother
111 give it to me.•

A,

Andrew Staples (10)
I have been impresed with the ""-ay the teachers help
you 1ndmdually and care about the issues you have.
Evervone of the students here seems to have the intent
of le~ming all th.at they can.

Matt Glass (11) ►
The whole feel of this place seems more real and .it
home. I also feel more at ease with my fellow
das.. matl?!>.

fhe

New u s
Coming mto a new school m the middle of a
semester or school year can be mt1m1dat1ng, but
several young men did just that. A few came in
late m the first semester, while most came in
January.
Finding a place m the academics was
sometimes challenging; finding classes that
correspond to those from the previous school did
not atways work.. Catching up in a math class
was certainly difficult for some.
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Eugene Chen was a late arnver. For him the
language was a bamer, but a good translator, he
said, is helpmg. "1n Chinese, [math} is more
difficult. I had 10 learn the vocabulary {in math]
and then I knew what was going on:
But the most drfficult part had to be finding a
fnend or group to belong. Most of these cliques
or groups had been forged in August and
September.
"\ had some friends of friends here. My dad
knew Grant's [McKenzieJ dad. Grant took me
around to meet his lnends. And Bill {Yun] took
me around,• said Eugene
Hopefully, the retumlng students left a
favorable impression and practiced compassion
and tolerance. Time will tell.

It showed me just

Michae l Hennessey (10) ~in O.C. the talk
about adoption was very powerful and
eye-opening. I realized things about
adoption I did not know. Adoption is a
great thing. It gives kids a chance to
thrive in life. D,1ily I am so thankful that
my parents picked me."

"The March for
Life in O.C was
the greatest
experience of my
life and I am so
gald I got to be a
part of it."

~ - -IL

£,Paul Mullin (10)
Coming from a different state, I have been very
impressed by the people h('re at Subiaco
wclcommgmc.

~~: JP, Anthony, Mike Reilly, Woo O,ang Shim, Mark Liu, Daniel Dunham, Eric Boltuc, J.1eyong Oh, Sean Leiker,

Gerardo Jean, David Kim, Ahn Bui

~die: Vincent H~1ng, Sungwan Park, Hyung Man Bae, Jacob Myers, Nsison.g Archibong, Alvaro Torres, Connor Moran, Alex Sharum, Manuel Mares, Sang,voon Lee,
Bottom: Travis Landry, Chris Myers. Not pictured: Josh Hooper
-.,,'& Ho Kim, M,mo Juarez

Coach defiMes, lives
dedicatioM to te 111
Back ,n the summer of 2013, a soccer program for 2014
looked ,tty as last yea~s coach was gone and no one on staff
wanted or felt qualified to coach soccer.
To the rescue came a parent. Mrs. Annette Dunham of
Clarksville, the mother of Darnel Dunham (12), agreed to take on
the task. She began working with about fourteen players in
September with regular practices.
With a physical education degree, she has coached in
several high school programs and in the community soccer
program at Clarksville for 18 years.
'I have coached all of my children as they played baseball,
softball, soccer and basketball over the years. I am excited to
be a part of Subiaco as a coach. Subiaco is a wonderful and
special place to me and my family ."

"Soccer is the

sport which
i'

you just can't

-_, .,.,,.. • ....,..,. talk about and

l""pect 10I

become a good

player. It

Hard work, dedlcatlot1

set tone for baseball

With players still in basketball up until four days before the first game of the season,
and some possible players pursuing soccer, the baseball program generally has a small
turnout for offseason .
At the beginning of the offseason (two weeks after the last football game), only ten
men showed up but as the season progressed more and more started coming out.
Senior Marshal Brooks said, "We don't have much leadership besides me and Schlute.
But once the other seniors get back on the team, the regular season will go pretty swell. "
The team is young , with many freshmen and sophomore players, according to Coach
Dustin Corley. Practice time on the field seems to be a perrenial problem, but especially
this year with the many days of cold weather, ice and snow. In fact, the first scheduled
game (for March 2) was cancelled along with school due to icy roads.

*

&sew/I is ninetyµ-tr:ent ment,1/ ,11-d the

other /vii is ph;,sicJL

y~ Bt=

.,·::.,:;._,,._-~. .~:--~- .' - .:
-

BROTHERS "This is the first
vear that me and (Marshall have
~ery played a sport together.
I'm glad we get to for his senior
year • Aaron Brooks (9)

.,,,.

:- :·,

.

.

·-.

Hayden Criswell (10) sprints to get the ou t at first
during practice.
"Ewn though I

can't plav next
year due to

MA
restncnons I m

stillgomgto
work Just as
hard this year to
make the team
the best 1ti:an

be"

-l'li•than

Qulmbo (111

Luke Hertlein (7) I feel like I
need to work harder when I'm
out there in the outfield. I'll be
pretty good when I become a

freshman and have two years
under my belt already:

fteshrnan Ryan
ed their se
need ba

t second

base. The team was short on staff while the basketball team

ces in the district and regional tournaments. The younger, less
hance to step up early in the offseason and get in lots of practice time.

Austin
Schluterman
(12)

"What really
encouraged me to
play baseball was
the fact that my
parents would n't let
me play football. I
needed something
to keep me active.
Basketball wasn't
the right thing. So
ever since then
baseball has been
my passion.•
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Pecorating

The choral program continued to
develop and add performances as the
year progressed. The senior high choir
gained three new members from the
begining of the school year.
Br. Dominic Faciane started a junior
high choral program, which was very
promising for Mr. Stephen Thompson
and the senior program. He said, ' It's
great that Br. Dominic has started this
program. Now I don't have to start fresh
with new students.'

One of the performances by the choir was a

Christmas program, called Lessons and Carols, of

-...

music and scripture reading. Headmaster Matt
Stengel was among the readers.

--....

I l<r,1esinging,
e,,·en more so
since I sang at the
pig roast.
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Hill
the
with cold weather
on Its way!

I love helping my
community and
getting a few extra
service hours for

college.

Eric Ledieu (12)

Decorating the Hill was all set for Saturday, Dec. 7 until the weather forecasts began in
earnest. Tuesday had been a beautiful day with temperatures almost reaching 70 degrees.
But a change was scheduled to happen Thursday.
So out came the sacks of lights, garland, and wreaths on Wednesday after school. Over
twenty sudents helped about five members of the Parents Association put up dispays in
front of the Main Building, in front of Alumni Hall and in the lobby of Centenary even though
there was no hot chocolate and donuts for the workers.

Most 1ikel'I to ...
J.P. Anthony: have all Eh's in college.

Chris Man: name his first son "Data Man."

Hyung Man Bae: get driver's license revoked.

Malcolm Mitchell: laugh out loud at an inappropriate time.

Austin Beck: marry a super model.

Jacob Myers: to be in a sequel to Hunger Games.

Marshal Brooks: marry his high school sweetheart.

Victor Obiri: become President of the United States.

Sam Chisholm: get slapped by a First Lady.

Chris Post: still get ID'd when he's 30.

Daniel Dunham: win a wet T-shirt competition.

Chris Reed: be on a Crest Pro-Whitening Strip commercial.

Jesse Dyer: never grow up.
Cody Eveld: become a professional ballet dancer.
Jacob Fan: never stop asking questions .
Daniel Heinrichs: sing National Anthem at the Super Bowl.
Elijah Hekel: prove his professor wrong .
Quintin Helms: get rich or die trying.
Haden Hudson: miss his first day of college due to
new Data expansion pack.
Kamron Hurst: become secret member of the Illuminati.
Ben Johnson: become a body-builder.
David Johnson: be featured in Call of Duty game.
David Kim : sleep through class but still pass with a high A.
Eric Ledieu: win the lottery and lose the ticket. ..in France.
Daniel Lee: go pro in League of Legends.
Seang Hun Lee: use his translator.
Sean Leiker: become the godfather.
Mark Liu : eat all the noodles.
Nathan Mabry: be on Saturday Night Live.
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Prophecies

Zach Ruesewald : become an actor and be the character "Chewbacca" in Star Wars .
Austin Schluterman: walk on at Arkansas Tech.
Brenden Wynne: become a monk.
Bill Yun: win the Mixed Martial Arts title.
De Zhang: travel back in time and play the piano in a duet with Mozart.

avid Johnson
Dauid - we nre so proud of file n111nzi11:,: mn11 that
you '1m 1c grown to he a11d we thank God tlrnl he
pfnct•d 11011 i11 our fare. From the dni1 11011 were
hom .. ~ your first steps ... your fin,i l;11schnll
game ... to the pres1•11t, you /,ar,e made our livt•~
l1ct1er. Co11li1111e to tru:;;t and follow the 1iatl1 tlmt
God /ins set for you ... cni,'t wail to see wltat !he
future l10/ds!
We lat•e I/OIi Mom, D~d, Elizabeth,
Pol'l'ie and Gra1111ie

Austin Beck

GO

TROJANS

GO

Congratulation
to the

"Have no fear of moving into the unknown.
Simply step out fearlessly knowing that I am with you,
therefore no harm can befall you; all is very very well.
Do this in complete faith and confidence."
Blessed Pope John Paul ll

Love,
Mom, Dad and Madison

Haden
Hudson
Go for your dreams and live
the li fe you have al ways

imag ined ...

Pear Marshal,
We are so proud of tl>e "Ice you"g 111a" you have beco111e.
You have a kl"d a"d ge"erous heart. Your s111lle Is =taglous.
It brhigs a 1111111 to our hearts. Your special way of strlkl"g up
a -versatt°" with a total stra"ger Is a trait that will take
you far hi life.
Subiaco Is a" a111azl"g place. a"d we are so glad that you
were able to be a part of It. Cottgratulatt°"s wl""l"g tl>e
State Poubles Cha111pl°"shlp. We are so proud of you. What a
w°"derful acco111pllsh111e"tt
You are a tu". lovl"g· a"d w°"derful ~ who has brought
us 111uoh Joy a"d happhim. May your future be as bright as
your 1111111.

°"

·Only a life lived for others is a life
worthwhile."
-AI/Jert Ei11stei11

Love,
Uncle Russ, Aunt Peg, Will, Rose,
Rebecka & Cooper

KamJAon
t-1 t,tJAst

:J wish yo« strengt h to face challenges \.Vith confidence .
Along with wisdon, to choose yo,..o• battles ca,.ef-.,lly
wish yo" adven.h.o·e on. yo,.o · jow·n.ey & »1.a}:' you always stop to

J

help SO►t\eol'\e along the way , ..
Liste11 to }:'01,tl"

hea.-t and take ••isks ca.-efu lly .

Remel't'\bel" how much
yot., a.-e loved ..

::Jan, so proa.1d of yoc.tl

"To produce a
mighty book,
you must choose
a mighty theme."

Love always,

Mom

We are so proud of you and what you have
accomplislnl 11...-se past four years. lliank you
for taking advantage of what Subiaco Ii.as to
offer and for sliairng your gifts and tJlents. You
have always been a wonderful young rnar\ and
we are 1-onored to Ix- your parents. Keep setting
you goals higl~
Low,

Brendan, these are glimpses from your early chapters; the rest remains to be written.
Choose your theme well.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Christopher
"May He grant you the desire of your heart, and make all your plans succeed ."
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Nathan Mabry
Sta1!C Actor

Dorito, Cruncher
Beard Grower
Drivers License Holder

God has truly blev,ed u~.

Glitter Hater
flair Cut Experimenter

Thank you for bringing ..,o much
joy, laugh ter and love into our

Cello Player
Senior Rcprc.,entcr
Animc Admirer

\Vhacky Dancer

l i\'CS.

All our love.
Mom, Dad tmd Jerrod

We are so proud of you and all
that you have accomplished.
You have become a wonderful
young man, and we all love you
very much!

Camp Barnabas Worker

Facchooker
Gatorade Drinker
Ma,cot Donner
Arrow

hooter

Tattoo Pos,e5.ser
GREATER Scene Stealer

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Jessica, Mathew,
Julianne, Justin,
Joshua and Jude

~1o\·ie Lover

Book Reader
Humor Creator

Little Brother
Smile Maker
Hean Wam1er
Our Son

Chris
Post
Cody Eveld
Congratulations!
lvtay God bless you as you staart
Your new journey in life. We are so
Proud of you, Cody!!!
'we love you,
Dad, Mom, Emily, Andrew,
A1ade/y11 and Lillian

Eric,
You have never ceased to amaze us. Your
dedication to fnends, family, school and
personal goals are a hfe lesson for us all, young
and old.
Your five years at Subi brought you from a
cute paintball player to a certified nerd of the
nerd going through
1 Black eye
2 Infamous years of football
3 T rrps to state ln a single year for Quiz Bowl
Spanish, and Economics (for which you never
tock a class)
4 Days a week of coming home late (very late)
and
s Dents on your truck.
Thank God you are finally graduating!
You have grown mto the young man that w~
knew you could. We are proud of you and will
continue to watch as you amaze others on your
path to success. In the words of Quintus
Horatius Flaccus, the famous Roman poet,
"Dim1dium facti qui coepit haber ( "He who has
begun has the work haU done."). We believe
that the work Is well under way on your part.
If you ever have a problem, if you ever feel
that you are straying from your path, look over
your shoulder and we'll be right there.
We love you.
Gocd luck and God speed'!
Mom and Dad, Stephen and Elodie

Christopher,
We are so proud of you.
We pray that you reach all of your goals
and are successful in all that you do.
Please continue to be the nice, outgoing
and sman young man that you have
become.
Love you,
Mom and Dad
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Zach Ruesewald
We are proud of you, Zachary!
Dad '78

Uncle Ted '80
Uncle Don '84

Quintin Helms

Daniel Dunham

Congratulations! It is difficult to believe that your time at
Subiaco Academy has come to a close. You have brought
such joy and happiness to our lives. We are so proud of
you. Never give up and always strive to do your best.

ll

Love,
Mom and Dad

Wow. 18 years have llown

by. They have been

wonderful years. God has certainly blessed us as

parcnls. You arc a wonderful son. You have always

been your own person, choos ing to make your own pa 111
in li fe. It has been a joy watching you grow and
mature. Subiaco has always been in you and we are so
proud of the young Subi-man you have become. As

you finish thi1, chapter of your li fe's journey, always

d

remember that God is with you. walking beside you an
carrying you when needed and that we love you aJway 5·
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the STAFF of the ages
The following three students hope rou enjoy the end product of
their work to preserve some of the memories of the 2013-14
school year.
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a leNOa to be leanae4// There's nothing quite like
getting your dating status announced during a
homily in a church filled with peers, is there?

cndJ.tiu 11 ·01d someone step on a frog?•
The defensive football squad remember this
innocent questlOn one day during 2-a-days from lirst-

yearman Eric Boltuc.

9

II We students like to put on a swag,
make a mark of our identity. so here came the
short shorts out for public display at the final
home game of basketball

~

8

fflffry ddlaed II Star in his own right, 1unior Ian
Hagman took on the unenviable job of remembering
the lines for the starring role as Huck with less than
two weeks to performance

7

oote wort.by // Our singing voices are line
tuned. we showed, as Daniel Heinrich's
performed with the state choral program as
tenor first chair

6

bllltlq lod A proad // Both junior high and
senior high quiz bowl teams let the state know
that we do have some top talent, especially with
All•Toumament players like Axel Ntamatung1ro
o■ tar,et // Hosting a tournament is a challenge
but a great opportunity to hightlight our campus
and students. And to give some attention to a
lesser recognized sport, archery

Ice tr1,. 11 Dismissed at 10:30 one January
morning as the church bells rang for Mass,
day students and the Barling bus headed out
on roads that were quickly icing over.
V-1-CT-O-R-Y II A miracle pass thrown by
injured Kelty Hollis and a reception by Chris
Post led to a homecoming victory for the
football team

A Personal lnventory of 20 1 3- 14
Be~t Spirit Wetk mentor}:

FaH,rite Son~s in 2013-14:
fa\'(>ritt' T\ o;hon, in 2013-U:

Bt'sl lunch:

FaH,ritc \lmit."f,; in 2013-14:

Club, I belonged to in 2013-1~:

Best Renaissanct• OaJ mcmorJ·:

Be"-Jt Fritnd:
Roommate:
100

Fa\.orih: Color:

Keep Calm and Be Silly

Better With Bacon

KeepCalmandCarryOn, a
British slogan trom World War
nspI1es parodies li~e Keep
Calm and Have a Cupcake·

~·snot Just !or breakfast
aryrno1e Trendyresiaurant
tis anct home cooks add
'-ontoeverythingfrom
i(lpefizerstodesserls

II

tme to put off dorng

my homework..

New Hair Hues
Hairslyhstsreportthatlheir

customers. male and remale.
areaskingforombreha1rcolor

World's Most Powerful Celebrities 2013

thatslartsdarkatthe roots
and becomes gradually lighter
toward the ends

1. 0prahWmhey.$77M
2. Lady Gaga $80M
3. Steven Spielberg $100M

Nutritious Candy

4. Beyonce Knowles. $53M

The Gatoraoe brar d introduces
GEndurance Carb Energy

5.Mado ria.S125M

Chews. asweet rrea1 1ha1 cont11ns ·-="'----'-''-'
carbohydratesand8vitaminsforathle1es

- - ,,.;;..;;;L_ _j

6. Taylor Swift. S55M
7. BonJovi.$79M
8. Roge1 Federer $71 M
9. Justin 81ebe1 S58M
10. Ellen DeGereres. $56M
Forbes Mag.woe

Oessen Fans Welcome New Novel
Young adult fiction writer Sarah Oessen
releases her twelfth book. The Moon and
More. about a young woman wtlo Js about
toleavehercoastalhometownlorcollege

Nadal Wins 13th Grand Slam

Top Five Athletes With the Largest Twitter Following:

Spamsh tennis great Rafael Nadal
triumphsoverh1sSerb1anopponent
Novak D1okovic at the U S Open to
claim his 131h Grand Slam tll!e

~

Huston Rolls lo Gold
Eig' yi;ar-<ldska'- ,art<, NyJah
Ht ti 'fl takes hOme the Street League
S11a1eooard1ng Gold al lhe x Games in
,s/\ngeles

Th .f1rs1se1olrwinst playwomensice
hor:Key 1 1lhe Olymp1c W1nte1 Games return to
Team USA Monique and Jocelyne Lamoureux
compete 10 Russia

The US four-man bob:, ed 1eam travels 10
the Winter Olympic Games in Soch1. hoping
to win a second consecullve gold medal

1. Christiano Ronalda, 22M
2. Ricardo Kaka, 17M
3. LeBron James, 10M

~ayweather Rules
lhe Ring

Curling Teams Compete in Sochi
Team USA sends men·s and women·s curling teams
lo compe!e for Olympic Gold al !he Ice Cube Curling

Genier in Sochi. Russia

Boxer Floyd Mayweather.Jr
defea~hghtmiddle--Ne1ghl
A!SJng star Saul "El Canelo"
1V3Iez at the MGM Grand
GardenArenamLasVegas

4. Neymar Junior, 9M
5. Shaquille O'Neal, SM

Thicke Rules the
Summertime Charts

Florida Georgia Line Sees
Double at CMA Awards

1. Thrift Shop by Macklemore & Ryan Lewis

2. Blurred Lines by Robin Thicke
3. Radioactive by Imagine Dragons
4. JustGive MeaReason byPink
5. Can't Hold Us by Macklemore & Ryan Lewis

HEIILIIEI

Detroit Files for Bankruptcy
Cit igdt:otsamount1,gtc
S18billion Detro1tfoesf'lr
Chapter9Bankruptcypro1ec11on
lt 1s the most populous Amencan
c1ty1nhJS1orytogobankrup1

Time Magazine Announces its 16 Most Influential Teens of 2013
1.l.onle,17
2. Lydia Ko, 16
3. Nick O'Aloisio, 18
4. Missy franklin. 18
5. Kendall Jenner. 18

~ Kyle .Jenner. 16
7.llanledoBlasio,16
8. MalalaYousafzai, 16
9. IOemaflSh;pka,14
10. lonut Budisteaou, 19

11.Malialllmla.15
l~MayaYanWagenen.15
13. JustinBieber, 19
14. BelhReeldos,17
15. QiloeGraceM<mz,16
16. Hailee Sleinfeld, 16

Hillary Clinton Resigns
Secretary of State Post
Alter servmg lour years as the nations 67th Secre1ary of
St
•1

Daniel Snyder. owne1 of thf
District ol Columbia's NFL le m

1s unmoved by aseries or protes!s
('
~

y

JMaaaYIW<llza aPakstamacf1v1st
• ~es ttie 1 •emar1ona1

' 11!d' evuca r g
dren'SPeacePrrre

that claim the team name 1s

,nils wnrldw1cJe making the
lrlll rrdebu1 lhe mos! :,IJIUSSlul in Xbo~ history

olleosive 10 Native Amencans

tp

and ach1e'f'1~ lllgh avprova1 ratmgs H1 lary Cl ntl)O
Ofa\

Her 1Placemeri! Se--

nl<erry

Pope Francis preaches compassion
in his 84-page manifesto "Ttle Joy
ollheGospel. mwhichheurges
Cathohcs to address lhe needs of
the poor

Transformers Return to Theaters
Earth1sonceagainindanger,ashumankind
comenos with the dangers of technology
and the struggle between good and evil in
TranstormetS 4 Age of Extma,on

Thorsavestheumversefrom1hedark
inten11onsol1heev1!Malekilhas Thor.
The Dark World earns more than $500
m1H100V1orlclw1de

6. Frozen
2. The Hunger Games: Catching fire 7. Gravity
8. Fast & Furious 6
9. Oz: The Great and Powerful
4. Man of Steel
10. Star Trek Into Darkness
S. Monsters University

1.lronMan3

A Gifted Teen Masters
Games of War

Frozen Gets a Warm Reception

Andrew "Ende( Wiggin IS a brilhan1 boy
recru1tedbythem1htarytohelpsaveEarth
fromanmvas1onolevilaliensin1hesc1-li
lhril/er Ender's Game.

Critics and audiences fall for Disney's Frozen.
the computer-animated musical tale of princess
siblings, a magic snowman and a kingdom
trapped in eternal winter.

3. Despicable Me 2

New York is once again threatened by evil
villains with 1ormidable powers Andrew
Garfield1etumstoplaylhetit1erolein
The Amaimg Spider-Man 2.

Top App Downloads of 2013

Ell

1.CandyCrush Saga
2. YouTube
3.TempleRun2

4.Vine
5.GoogleMaps

6. Snapchat

7.lnstagram
B.Facebook
9. Pandora Radio
10.0espicableMe:MlnionRush
usa1odaycom

Snapchat

GEICO's ·Hump Day ad. starring
anannoymg1yg1eefulcamel,1s
one of the years most papular
wi\hmorethan4miUionshares
on social media

Th term SE he coined by
sr-_1a1mea1aLr.:,d!Slodesr,1be

self•port1a11snapshots.1s
olfic1allyaddeclto1he lexicon
byd1chonarypubhshers

Fox Video is a Viral Hit
The Fox (What Does Ille Fox Say?). a music video by a
Norwegian comedy team, Ylv1s. goes viral with more than
192 million views on You Tube

Game Company Cashes In
The company that produces Candy Crush Saga
repons earnings a! $650,000 per day !ram users
who pay to unlock p1emium features

Smartwatch Sells Well
Despite so-so reviews by technology columnists,
the Galaxy Gear smartwa\ch achieves betteHflanexpected sales

Sounds Colorful

Sharknad o Trends
on Twitter
W11hITK:lrethan300.<XX>
lweetsduringairtime.the

Syty channel's ShJrknado,
idisastermoviewilhso-so
raiings.achievesbreakthrough
SOCial media numbers

Rookie Cop Show Wi
Bro0k1ynNine-Nine.anew
ward for Best Co
Actor in a Corned

F
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A Case of Mistaken Identity

Alice's Wonderland Comes to Life

Fallon Earns an Earl ier Bedtime
1y

10

111 L ABC

-on dril''T13 011() Uµo I a rime ,n Wonder/Jnd
1.<1urt bi::twe

the ~I world 1d

A misunderstand 1g about an accid1 11 re Its m
gt '.'loo girl
t!Xpec!e<lni, rityl)ranou~ ~
n AwKward
n e MTV

l MIiey Cyrus
3. Kim Kardashian
4. Justin Seiber

6. Rlhanna

7. Taylor Swift
a.Selena Gomez
9. Katy Perry
10. KenyeWest

Benjamin Gets
a Makeover
A redesigned $100 bi II is
releasedinlocirculalion
ltfeaturesa3-Dsecurity
ribbon lha1 will make ii
harder forcoun!erfe11ers
toprodLK:ecopies

Super Mario 3D Debuts

N ntend( rel~ses Super Mam 30 Worldlor the Wu u•
console The vi(M'{) game is lhe seQ\JI to Super Mario

30/.Jnd

Ten Largest
Charities for 2013
1. United Way S3.926Fl2. Salvation Army $1 8H58
3. Task Force lor Global Health $1 fi60B
4. FeedingAmerica $1.5118
5. Catholic Charitin USA $1.4478

6. Goodwilllndustrieslnternalional S949M
7. Food for the Poor,$891M
8. American Cancer Society Sf,JCIM
9. Tlle Y-YMCA St HM

10. World Vision S826M

Phata Crdll, : OEOROE FREV LandO\I. ALYSHA W1TW,CKJIMCT1
L..- 00U0 P'ETERS'1'A Pl>oloJl.andov MARTIN OERTENIOPA1
L,ANDOV DENNIS VAN TINE!GEISl.ER·FOTOPRES.t!PAJLANOO\I
LUCAS JACKSON~. STEVE C M!TCHELl/EPAI\.ANOOV
SAMUELD•ETZM..~.,.....,,,e.,,.,cm.n,im,,g,..0£0RGE
H()Cttl.!UTHJ€PA 'LANDOV MARIO A ~ t ~ MARIO
A,au()NI ~ MA.FICEl.OSAV-'OIEf>AILANOOV. D-'VIO
SIi.PA/UP~ MANVEL NAIJT"1\..lncllJ,, HARRISON MCCU,RVr

ANOR€W KEUV1Rwltf.it.andD\I PAUL BUCK/EPA
LANOOV , . . . , k R ~ lmage,a Mll(E SEGAfVAet11e<a/Lando\l

~and<),

RENEE JQf<IES SCHNE1DER'MCTl\.arld0¥. OARV I ROTttSTEIN
UPIIL.an<lo\l WANG LElllhnhu11Lendov ll.lCAS .IACKSONIRIIIJ!etal
L&ndOV. LUCAS JACKSON Reule<S/l.erolloY ADAM HU"IGER~!«W/
l.endov KEVIN 01£1"SCH11Jf>(Jtandoo, BRIAN KERSEV,UPJ/LandO\I.
CORVOLSEN MLNE C Q t , I ~ Wt"IG )(INYAHC,l)(lffllua'l.arldCW
t.ESUE BU.MAN A, w~8'1.-. DENIS BAU80USE1Re1-111t.araoc,,,

Highest Selling NBA
Jerseys for 2012-13
1. LeBron James, Miami Heat
2. Derrick Rose, Chica(Jl Buns
ke<s
3. KobeBryant, ,o,MQi
4. Kevin Durant, Okl., · 'fl'l3 City Thunder
5. Carmelo Anthony, Nt:'N Yo.-k Kmcks
6. Owyane Wade. Miami Heat

7. Dwight Howard. Los Angeles Lakers
8. Oeron Williams. 8l'oo Jyn Nets
9. Blake Griffin, Los AllQ s Clippers
10. Rajan Rondo,& 1 1Cel!JCS

TYAOf'<E$IUIReule<ll/l.-esur-En-icour te1yEColec!- Wlf_Bl,_P>eti..-.tes;yEw,..1Colec!-.TOdd
W11....,.;v,ro-.-,E,_.P11M,,..GellyNgN,JallnBolllnd Cok-.
Poct\11""'°"'-.Y E-en Colee!- JASON REEO,R91J1811Jllendo<t'
UPVl..llndovHANDOJT,Reuterll/UndovGe11y.JIMRUYMEN iVPII
L&ndOV, MAXIM SHEMETOVIR ...... e<Slll<'dOY REB£CCA COQl(IR<1U!etll/
Lando¥. AMAZON1UPJ/lal'lllo\l. KEVIN OIETSCHIUPIILl,l'ldO\I PATR!CII
SEEGERff.PA UN DOV MICHAEL REYNOl.0$J£P.\I\.ANOOV. FABIO
FRUSTACl•EPAI\.ANOOV MARCEL V.\N HOOANIEPAI\.ANDOV KEll()AII
OJA."5EZIAN"-"letlll\.andc,v JENS BVTTNERICM"A'LANOOV. MATT
STEVENS,PA~_JANE TYSKA·'MCT!l-. ROBERT
PITTSl\..llndl> AOlF VENNENB£RNOIOPAUNOOY KIM HONG.JI/
8£NMAAKHOL.28ERG/nlECW '\.andoll ROBERT

"--llllPfTT$.1...ando¥ OANNYMOLOSHOKIRNl«IIII.IIIOOY.J-Metr,n1oe11y
lffl89"lorNoni.nclo MARIOANZIJONl,'Ael,1 ....,,__ K)IOOO,'l.anoov
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uPEJ\ANOOV I.IARlt. .V.ZIJON1,REVTER$1l.ANOOV Oe"""' SU°""""Y'"'
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